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ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of the Senate,

and of the House of Representatives:

Next to the blessings of Christianity, a free government is
the greatest good that any people can possess.

It is the right of every people; yet few nations or states, in
the progress of human history, have been so fortunate as to at-
tain, or enjoy it.

As the chosen representatives of the citizens of one of a great
family of free States, we have assembled here, in this time-
honored hall, to exercise the highest functions of earthly power,
and to illustrate the attributes of rational liberty.

We are here in the capacity of law-makers, because an intel-
ligent and free people have sent us here, to do for them what,
from their numbers and dispersed condition, they cannot con-
veniently do for themselves.

In the constitution of government which we have sworn to

support, they define the limits of our power, and declare the
purposes for which we are to act.

When, in a brief period, we shall have fulfilled the trusts
committed to us, we shall return as private citizens, to mingle
with those who have honored us with their confidence, and to
obey the laws which we have made.
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If our legislation shall be wise and judicious, we, with our

children, in common with the whole community, shall enjoy its
benefits. If we are injudicious and unwise, in common with
the mass for whom we act we shall reap the consequences of
our errors, and those who shall succeed to our official places
will have to correct them.

The rich inheritance of freedom which we enjoy, with all its
excellent institutions, came down to us from our fathers, through
the goodness of that benign Ruler of the world, “whose tender
mercies are over all His works.” It is our duty to “acknowledge
Him in all our ways,” and especially so on a public, official occa-
sion like the present, when surrounded by so many tokens of His
beneficence.

A very gratifying condition of our finances will be exhibited
by the report of the treasurer of the Commonwealth.

The receipts of the year, including $8,658 57
in the treasury on the first of January, 1847,
amount to .... $508,990 40

The expenditures to ... 478,755 63

Leaving a balance of receipts over the expendi-
tures of .....$30,234 77

In a resolve passed on the twenty-fifth of March, 1845, and
also in a resolve passed on the twenty-fourth of April, 1847,
each of which authorizes the directors of the Western Railroad
Corporation to increase their capital stock, it is provided “that
the governor may, if he judge best, instruct the treasurer to
take the proportion of shares to which the Commonwealth may
be entitled, or any part thereof; and the governor, with the
advice of the council, may draw his warrant on the treasurer
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in payment therefor, or he may authorize the treasurer to give
the note of the Commonwealth for the same, or any part
thereof, to be paid with interest, whenever provision shall be
made by law therefor.”

As, at the time when the directors of the Western Railroad
Corporation increased their capital under the above-cited re-

solves, the value of the stock was considerably above par, I
“judged best to instruct the treasurer to take the proportion of
shares to which the Commonwealth was entitled.”

Four hundred and forty-one shares were taken under the
first, and thirteen hundred and twenty-three shares under the
second resolve. A dividend, at the rate of eight per cent, per
annum, has been paid by the corporation since those shares
were taken.

The shares were taken at par; they are now selling at one
hundred and five dollars each.

The first four hundred and forty-one shares, amounting to
$44,100, were paid for by a temporary loan of $20,000, and the
balance out of the ordinary receipts of the treasury.

For the last thirteen hundred and twenty-three shares,
amounting to $132,300, the treasurer gave his note to the
treasurer of the Western Railroad Corporation, payable at the
pleasure of the legislature, with interest at five per cent, up to
the first of January inst, and at six per cent, after that time,
until paid.

It will be for the legislature to say what provision shall be
made to pay this note.

Independent of the amount for which the State has hereto-
fore lent its credit to certain railroad corporations,—for which
ample security has been given, and upon which there is no
probability the State will ever be called on to pay any thing,—
the debt of the Commonwealth, at this time, amounts to
$1,147,300 00:
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The items of which debt are, —

The scrip issued to pay for the subscription to the
Western Railroad stock, . ■ . $995,000 00

The note to the treasurer of the Western Railroad
Corporation, for the 1323 before-named shares, 132,300 00

And the note for the temporary loan, to pay the
balance of 441 shares, .... 20,000 00

$1,147,300 00
The scrip for the $995,000 will be due in 1857.

The available means of the State are the 11,764
shares which it owns in the Western Railroad
Corporation, which, at par, is . . $1,176,400 00

To this should be added five per cent, for the
present advanced value of the stock, . . 58,820 00

It is also proper to place with these means the
amount of the Western Railroad Sinking Fund,
which is intended to meet the scrip for the
$995,000 when it falls due, and which, at the
past rate of increase, will be sufficient to pay
the whole amount when due, . . . 466,400 00

A house in Hancock Street, . . . 12,500 00
Half of ten shares in South Boston Association, 1,500 00

$1,715,620 00

The public funds belonging to the State are the
Western Railroad Sinking Fund, already named, $466,400 00
The Massachusetts School Fund, . . 845,200 00
School Fund for the Indians,

. . . 2,500 00
Charles River and Warren Bridge Fund, . 28,100 00

$1,342,200 00
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The public lands in the State of Maine, which belong to this
Commonwealth, amount to two millions and three hundred
thousand acres. If properly and judiciously managed, these
lands will, for many years to come, be a source of valuable in-
come to those who shall come after us. They may be made
the means of elevating the character of our public schools, and
of conferring upon multitudes of poor children the blessings of
education.

In any condition of the treasury, the observance of a strict
economy, on the part of public functionaries, is imperative.
But I am sure, that, with the present financial condition of
Massachusetts,—a condition existing without the imposition of
a state tax upon the people,—you may look for the approbation
of your constituents in making any reasonable expenditure of
the revenues of the State which the public interest demands.

It sometimes happens, that appropriations for-objects incon-
siderable in themselves, and some of themof doubtful propriety,
are so multiplied during the course of a legislative session, as to
swell the aggregate to a large amount.

This result can only be prevented by a careful scrutiny into
the character and merits of every claim upon the treasury, be-
fore it receives the sanction of law.

In my annual communication to your immediate predecessors,
I stated “ that it was believed that the Commonwealth had an
interest in, and a title to, certain lands in the harbor of Boston,
known by the name of Flats; of the precise location, limits,
and value of which lands, I was not informed.”

And “ I suggested the propriety of some legislative provision
in relation to the subject, with a view of obtaining correct in-
formation.” No definite action was had upon the subject by
that body, and I recommend it to your consideration.

These lands are becoming, every year, more valuable; and if
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the State has a valid title to the whole, or to any part of them,
I know of no good reason why it should not avail itself of that
title. It would be well, at least, to know what the rights of
the State are; and as no department of the government has
power to move in the matter, except the legislature, it rests with

you to determine whether any thing shall be done or not.

The number and extent of railroads in operation within the

State, and the number of accidents, many of them fatal to hu-
man life, which have occurred upon those roads, demand of the
legislature the application of every means, which their wisdom
can devise, to prevent the recurrence of such accidents in
future.

These corporations exist by authority of law; and, in the
legitimate exercise of the powers conferred upon them, the
safety of thousands of the citizens of our own, and of other
states, is committed to their charge.

The utmost that human foresight can suggest, to protect from
danger those who travel on their roads, and are employed
thereon, ought to be enjoined upon and required of them.

I submit the subject to your consideration and action, as one
in which the public have the deepest interest.

The earnings of the state prison, at Charlestown, for the past
year, ending on the thirtieth day of September, exceed the ex-
penditures, including the salaries of the officers, one hundred
and twenty-six dollars.

The inspectors represent the affairs of the prison to be in a
prosperous condition. There are several facts presented in the
reports of the officers of the institution, well calculated to at-
tract public attention. In his report, the warden says, “ there
has been no death, no escape, no outbreak, no resistance of au-
thority, and but few violations of the regulations and discipline
of the prison, during the year.” “Order, industry, good and
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kind feelings, have been the rule, and ill conduct, of any kind,
only the exceptions.”

The appointment of an agent, under a recent law of the
State, to advise discharged convicts, appears to have been pro-
ductive of much good to those for whose benefit it was in-
tended. Those who have observed the state of the prison, for
a few years past, I think, must be favorably impressed with the
course of mild and gentle treatment which is observed towards
the inmates of the prison.

It appears, from the report of the physician, that, from De-
cember, 1844, to the first of October, 1847, a period of near-
ly three years, but one death occurred among the prisoners,
the whole number of whom, during that time, was five hun-
dred and eighty.

During the whole of the last year, there was neither a death,
nor a case of insanity, among three hundred and seventy-six
different persons in prison. The amount expended for medi-
cine, through the year, was less than thirty-five dollars, and
that amount is about the annual average for the last three years.

A library, of five hundred volumes, belongs to the prison, to
which the prisoners have access,—and most of them improve
it. The chaplain speaks favorably of what he considers the
moral feelings of these poor outcasts from society, made so by
their own acts.

The Commonwealth has reason to be satisfied with the offi-
cial conduct of the warden, and those associated with him in
the management of the institution.

If the present condition of this prison does not go strongly
to show that its system of prison discipline is the best system,
it certainly proves that, when properly administered, it works
well.

The present condition of the state lunatic hospital, at
2
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Worcester, bears the most convincing testimony to the wisdom
of the policy which founded that noble public charity. The
number of the inmates of the institution keeps pace with its

capacity to accommodate them.
It appears, from the report of the trustees, that they have

made an addition to the buildings, for the use of females who
are furiously insane, by extending what is called the Jononnot

wing, at an expense of $3662 08, which is less than the unex-
pended balance of the “ Johonnot fund.”

Hereafter, it is their purpose to use what remains of that
fund, and the six thousand dollars appropriated by the legisla-
ture in 1847, in providing suitable apartments for males furi-
ously insane.

The trustees speak in high terms of commendation of the
management of the affairs of the institution by Dr. Chandler,
and of the usefulness and fidelity of those associated with him
in its various departments.

The ordinary expenses of the last year, including the pay-
ment of a previous balance of $1772 80, against the hospital,
amounted to - -

- - - $30,444 45
The receipts, to 45,662 92
Leaving a balance of receipts, of - - 6,218 47

The number of chronic patients is becoming larger, by being
allowed to remain in the institution, from year to year, after
there is an end of any reasonable hopes of their recovery. It
is gratifying, however, to learn, that the proportion of those
who go there in the early stages of their insanity is largely in-
creasing, thus showing the confidence of the community in the
institution, and that it is the means of restoring many to reason
and to society, who, if long neglected, would have been hope-
lessly insane.

The report of the trustees also shows, that one fourth part of
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the whole number received at the hospital during the last year,
were foreigners; whilst of the whole number discharged, but
one sixth part were foreigners.

The proportion of incurable cases, among those helpless,
miserable strangers, thrown upon us from foreign countries, is
much greater than that among our own people.

They have, this year, reduced the price of the board of the
patients, from $2 50, to $2 33, per week, and it is hoped the
financial condition of the hospital will soon enable them to
make a further reduction.

What citizen of Massachusetts can look upon this excellent
institution, which has been the means of restoring quiet and or-
der to so many distracted minds and troubled bosoms, and
bringing back joy and pleasure to so many unhappy and deso-
late families, and not feel a patriotic pride, in remembering that
his own State so early, and so liberally, disbursed its funds, in
providing an asylum and a remedy for the miserable.

But for the unhappy war, which still continues between our
country and Mexico, the last year would have been one of gen-
eral and unalloyed prosperity to the people of this North
American republic !

Though, in that war, the scene of action and of suffering has
been transferred from our own territory to that of another
country, yet the news of victory, on the borders, and in the in-
terior of Mexico, has brought with it sorrow and woe to thou-
sands of bereaved ones, whose friends have fallen in battle.
When shall the sword cease to devour, and the blood of our
own citizens, and that of the citizens of our sister republic,
cease to flow? No human foresight can predict that auspicious
day.

If the result of this war is to be the conquest of the whole,
or a large portion of the territory of Mexico, and its annexa-
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tion to this republic, the consequences to be apprehended from
such a result, to the peace and harmony of the people of the
United States, are far more appalling than the war itself.

The question, whether the conquered territory shall be free
or slave territory, and in due time formed into free or slave-
holding states, already stirs up the minds of men, and of states,
in different sections of this Union. There are indications,
which cannot be mistaken, that, if this momentous question is
forced upon the country, and its decision rendered necessary, by
the accession of foreign territory, those who will take sides
upon it are determined not to recede from their position.

Since the adoption of the federal constitution, foreign territory
has been annexed to the United States, out of which five slave
states have been formed, and admitted into the Union; and one
of those states embraces territory enough for as many more.

By their occupation and pursuits, and by their unalterable
opinions upon the political and moral nature of the institution
of slavery, the people of the free states are as effectually ex-
cluded from the common occupancy of a slave state, as the
holders of slaves are from living in a free state. Is it right and
just, for the friends of that institution to press the acquisition of
more territory, to be carved out into slave states'?

In the assertion of their own rights, and in vindication of
what they regard as the spirit of the constitution of the United
States, and of the great truth, proclaimed to the world in the
declaration of independence, that “all men are created equal,”
ought not the people of the free states to say to them, We desire
no more territory; and if you insist upon it, and will have it,
when it comes, it must be free territory 1

Possessing a country large enough, in extent, for hundreds of
generations yet to come, with the fate of nations maddened by the
lust of conquest spread out before us on the pages of history,
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with the foreboding of that internal excitement, and that fearful

sectional array of parties, determined not to yield their ground
upon questions which have heretofore shaken this noble Union
to its centre, in full prospect, if new territory is to bo acquired,
is it patriotic, is it wise, for our national councils to push on
this unfortunate war for purposes of conquest 7

Whether the territory of the enemy shall bo conquered under
the name of indemnity, or in the spirit of ambition grasping
for more domain, when possessed, the question, shall it be free
or slave territory, must be met and settled.

I hazard nothing in saying, that the great body of the people
of this republic desire peace with Mexico,—a peace just and
honorable to both parties. It would be neither just nor honor-
able, in our government, to demand of Mexico, in her weak
and distracted condition, any terms of arrangement that it
would not demand of a nation in all respects our equal, and with
which such a nation could not with self-respect comply. The
records of the past show that unrestrained power always has
a specious pretext for its lawless exercise. Divided, prostrate,
bleeding Poland, now in dismembered parts, agonizing under
the cruel wrongs inflicted upon her by her plunderers, is a mel-
ancholy illustration of this truth. The authors of her injustice
have brought upon themselves the endless detestation of man-
kind.

If this government should, because it has the physical power
to do so, march on to the subjugation or the dismemberment of
Mexico, or wring from her terms, which it would not have de-
manded of that illustrious and powerful nation, with which we
had, just previous to this war, arranged a difficulty of more
complexity than that existing between us and Mexico, it would
bring upon this republic the deserved reproach of all just men,
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and be sure, in the progress of our existence, to call down upon

us, or upon our children, the retributive justice of Heaven.
All the glory which heroic deeds and unsurpassed valor can

acquire in such a war, with such an enemy, has been acquired
by our brave countrymen; but that glory has been won by a

vast outlay of treasure and a melancholy sacrifice of human
life.

Through the channels of trade and of commerce, our ex-
pended millions may again be brought back to enrich our citi-

zens; but those regiments and brigades, of dauntless and vigor-
ous young men, who have poured out their blood upon a for-
eign soil, or died of disease under a hostile climate, will return

no more forever.
The monarchs and despots of Europe look with a strange

and intense interest upon this contest between the two principal
republics of the new world.

That august tribunal, the tribunal of mankind, out of re-
spect to whose opinions our fathers, when they commenced their
struggle for independence, felt bound to declare the reasons
which impelled them to take up arms against the parent coun-
try, will pass judgment upon the sufficiency of the causes
which have led us, now, when we are a numerous and pow-
erful people, to prosecute a war against a feeble and poor
neighbor.

And that Supreme Ruler of the world and Searcher of hearts,
to whom they appealed for the rectitude of their intentions and
for the justice of their cause, will hold this people responsible
for all the misery, blood, and guilt, of this war, which they
might have prevented, or which they may now prevent by ob-
serving, in their conduct towards Mexico, that divine rule of
action, binding alike upon individuals and upon nations, of
11 doing unto others as we would that others should do unto us.”
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In countries whose rulers have usurped the government and

trampled upon the rights of the people, the responsibility of

war, and of other governmental acts, is thrown from the people
upon their rulers. But, in a government like ours, where pub-

lic officers are the chosen agents of the people, though those

agents are amenable to their constituents for their official con-

duct, when that conduct is approved by the people, the respon-
sibility rests on them.

That the government of Mexico owes a debt of some five or

six millions of dollars to the citizens of this country, which by
the laws of nations it is bound to pay, and which ought to

have been paid long ago, does not admit of a doubt. It is
equally true, that, at the time of the rupture of the friendly
relations between the two governments, that debt was in the
process of adjustment. Is it entirely clear that, in the differ-
ences between us, we have been quite faultless on our part,

and that there are no wrongs on our part of which she has a
right to complain 7 Each government charges upon the other
the first act of war.

If she, as is alleged, struck the first blow, and we returned
it in our own defence, have we, as the stronger party, carried
the war no farther than, by the just principles of defensive war,
we might carry it?

If hostilities were commenced, or are continued on our part,
because Mexico failed or neglected to pay an honest debt, or to
chastise her for an insult offered to our government, in refusing
to receive and accredit our public minister, may not the wisdom
and the humanity of the policy of expending seventy-five or a
hundred millions of dollars, in prosecuting such a debt, and of
sacrificing ten thousand lives in resenting such an insult, be
gravely called in question ?

The whole subject of this war belongs to the people of the
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United States. Their interest and character are deeply involved
in it. What is past of it belongs to history ; what is to come,
depends upon their government and upon themselves.

I should be remiss in a duty, second, in my opinion, in im-
portance to no other belonging to the high official station to
which I have been called by the suffrages of my fellow-citizens,
if 1 failed to commend to your special care the interests of com-
mon schools, in this Commonwealth.

Our district schools are the intellectual and moral nurseries
of the State. If cultivated with care and skill, that care and
skill will be rewarded by a maturity of rich and precious fruit.
If neglected and left to make their way up, in the midst of
briars and thorns, and, without protection, exposed to the vicis-
situdes of the seasons, a stinted and miserable growth will ren-
der them incapable of bearing fruit at all, or, if any appears, it
will be worthless.

The cause of popular education, within a few years past, has
received an onward impulse, and been advancing under the
enactments of the legislature, and by the instrumentalities
which they have created, in a manner in the highest degree
encouraging to its most ardent friends.

The last year has exhibited more indications of a sure and
vigorous progress than any preceding one. Our three state
normal schools are in successful operation. They are sending
out into different parts of the State well-qualified teachers.
These schools, with their natural auxiliaries, teachers’ insti-
tutes, held under the patronage of the legislature, and under
the direction of the board of education, are inspiring the
young men and women of the State who are engaged, or are
about to be engaged, in the responsible and honorable business
of teaching, with a desire for improvement, and an ambition to
excel, worthy of the great work upon which they have entered.
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3

The secretary of the board of education, in addition to his
other arduous and pressing duties, has attended every teach-
ers’ institute, opened them by appropriate lectures, explaining
their origin and character, and enforcing upon the minds of
their members the importance of high and ample attainments,
to those who take upon themselves the office of instructing the
children and youth of the Commonwealth.

One of the most auspicious circumstances attending the hold-
ing those institutes, is the hearty good will with which they
are received by the people in places where they are held, and
the intelligent zeal and earnestness with which they give their
influence to promote their success. The average attendance of
scholars in the public schools shows an awakened interest on
the part of those for whose benefit the foundations of those
schools were laid.

It is, however, a melancholy truth that, in our own Common-
wealth, too many children are permitted to grow up in igno-
rance and vice within reach and in sight of the most ample
provisions for their instruction, offered to them without money
and without price.

That parent, who refuses to send his children to the school
established and opened in his neighborhood, does to those chil-
dren a cruel injustice, and commits a flagrant wrong upon the
community and State.

He may be allowed to make his home the dark abode of
ignorance and stupidity to those children intrusted to his care
by Providence; but surely he has no right, when they are grown
up, to send them forth into society vicious men and women, to
corrupt it by their example, or disturb its peace by their crimes.
It is alike the interest of the individual and of the public, that
every child, within the limits of the Commonwealth, should re-
ceive the priceless blessing of a common school education.
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This has been the theory of our educational laws from the
beginning. And, practically, every year, thousands of the chil-
dren of the poor participate in their benefits.

I trust it will be your pleasure to do all in your power to

extend those benefits still farther, until every child within the
State shall be enlightened by their influence.

A few years since, the governor of one of our sister states, in
his annual communication to the legislature, informed them
that all efforts to extend to the children of the poor the benefits
of education had failed, and recommended that they should
bestow the balance of the money, which had been appropriated
for that purpose, upon the higher seminaries of learning, or
upon the colleges of the state.

How would such a proposition strike that portion of the poor
men of Massachusetts, who now criminally neglect to send their
children to school 7

But even they need not fear, much as they neglect the great
privilege held out to them. Before a chief magistrate of Mas-
sachusetts, standing in this high place, and addressing the
assembled representatives of the people, will propose to with-
draw from the children of the poor the means of a common school
education, Plymouth Rock and Bunker Hill must sink into the
ocean, and the names of those illustrious and good men, who
laid deep in our hard soil the foundations of free schools, must
be blotted from the records of history.

Our bill of rights declares “ that every subject of the Common-
wealth ought to find a certain remedy, by having recourse to
the laws, for all injuries which he may receive in his person,
property, or character. He ought to obtain right and justice
freely, without being obliged to purchase it; completely, and
without any denial; promptly, and without delay, conformably
to law.”
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To accomplish this important end, the constitution provides
for the establishment of judicial tribunals, and the appointment
of judges, whose business it is to administer the laws. The
character and number of those tribunals, and the number of
judges, is left to the discretion of the legislature.

If the practical operation of any system, organized according
to existing laws, is found inadequate to furnish a “ certain re-
medy,” “freely, completely, and promptly, and without delay,”
the remedy is within the constitutional power of the legisla-
ture. In such a case, no wise man can question the duty of
applying it. The judicial tribunals of this Commonwealth, at
this time, consist of a court of common pleas, with six judges,
and a supreme judicial court, of four judges.

The court of common pleas has original jurisdiction in all
civil actions, and in all criminal cases, except capital otfences.

The supreme judicial court has original and exclusive juris-
diction in all capital offences, and original jurisdiction in all
civil cases in which the cause of action exceeds six hundred
dollars in Suffolk, and three hundred dollars in all the other
counties, and it is the ultimate tribunal for the decision of all
questions of law which may be raised between litigating par-
ties, before its own judges, or before the judges of any other
courts in the Commonwealth.

The enlargement of the equity powers of that court by legis-
lative enactments within the last few years, has very much
increased the labors of its judges. It is also made the consti-
tutional duty of the judges of that court to give their opinion
upon such questions of law as may be from time to time sub-
mitted to them by the legislature, or by the governor and
council.

It is quite obvious that the increase of our population, and
the great increase of trade and business between the citizens of
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the State, has added very much to the business of this court as
well as to that of the court of common pleas.

There is high authority for saying that, at this time, the busi-
ness of that court is at least double what it was at the time of
the separation between Massachusetts and the State of Maine,

The court then consisted of five judges; now it has but
four.

Those judges are men of great moral worth, exemplary
private character, able lawyers and jurists, ornaments to the
high stations which they fill, and an honor to the Common-
wealth whose judicial ministers they are. Their decisions
are read with respect and regarded as authority in all the courts
of our sister states.

The whole of their time is faithfully and laboriously given to

the fulfilment of their official duties.
From the beginning to the end of the year, those duties are

pressing upon them, and they have no time for relaxation or

repose. Of this, however, they do not complain.
Yet such is the amount of the business of their court, and

the consequent increase of their labors, that they have not the
physical power to keep up with it. They do all that they can

do; but the force of the court is not sufficient for the prompt
discharge of the business which is thrown upon it. The
unavoidable consequence is, the accumulation of cases before
them, and the inconvenient delay to parties. This great accu-
mulation of business not only denies to parties a decision of
their cases, “ promptly and without delay,” but it leads to a
burdensome and unreasonable increase of the costs of litiga-
tion.

This is a public evil experienced by the citizens of the Com-
monwealth, without fault on the part of the court, and it
demands a remedy. For that remedy, the case addresses itself
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to the wisdom of the legislature. It is believed, that the addi-

tion of another judge to this court would go very far towards
effecting, if it wouldnot entirely effect, this remedy. It would
relieve the whole court from one fifth of the time now spent in
trying cases at nisi prius, and give so much more time for the
hearing, and deciding, questions of law.

I am persuaded that the public interest requires the appoint-
ment of another judge to the bench of the supreme judicial
court, and, in the discharge of what I deem my official duty, I
recommend a legal provision for such an appointment.

So far from the additional charge upon the treasury constitu-
ting a valid objection to the appointment of another judge, I am
satisfied that such an appointment would save to the people
annually, in the costs of litigation consequent upon the delay,
for the want of it, a larger amount than the salaries now paid
to the whole court.

The question is entirely one of public convenience and of
public good. It belongs exclusively to you, and I submit it to
your mature deliberation.

Gentlemen of the Senate,

and of the House ofRepresentatives :

Before leaving your homes, you heard the sad news of the
death of Samuel Hubbard, one of the associate justices of the
supreme judicial court of Massachusetts. He died at his
home in Boston on the twenty-fourth day of December last.

This is not the time nor the place to pronounce a eulogy upon
his character. But it seems proper, and it will no doubt be in
accordance with the best feelings of your heart, assembled here
as we are in our official capacity, to pause, and pay a tribute of
respect to one who, so recently, was a distinguished functionary
in another department of this government.
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Judge Hubbard was the youngest official member of the
Court. His brief period of service in the supreme judicial tri-
bunal of his native State, was one of singular honor to himself,
and of eminent usefulness to the public.

His profound, clear, discriminating, judicial mind, command-
ed the undivided respect of the legal profession, and secured
the confidence of all who had official intercourse with him.
The happy combination of magisterial dignity with a remark-
able affability and gentleness of manner, won the esteem and
respect of all who approached him.

He was the model of a Christian judge, a scholar and a
gentleman. Whoever knew him in society loved him. In the
church, he was “a brother beloved.” With a heart full of be-
nevolence, “he was interested in all the concerns of humanity.”
The beauty and loveliness of his parental and domestic char-
acter could only be fully known by that large, crushed, and
broken-hearted family circle, to whom he “ was all the world.”
His death has spread the pall of sorrow over his surviving
brethren of the bench, and is lamented and deplored, as an
irreparable loss, by the whole people of the Commonwealth.

The name of Samuel Hubbard will long be held in grateful
remembrance—

“And, to add greater honors to his age
Than man could give him, he died, fearing God.”

The death of such a man, and of such a magistrate, in the
vigor of his intellect and in the midst of his usefulness, im-

pressively illustrates the truth of an inspired prophet’s declara-
tion, “ that all flesh is grass, and the goodliness thereof is as
the flower of the field.”


